
Finance (BIF/IFRM/Finance) CityChat session 

This CityChat session is for applicants interested in studying our Finance courses, that 

is: N3N3 Finance N390 Investment & Financial Risk Management (IFRM) N302 Banking 

& International Finance (BIF) The session will be run by current students and academic 

staff, giving you the opportunity to ask questions about your chosen course and life at 

as a Cass student, societies and clubs, extra-curricular activities, free language classes, 

placement & study abroad and lots more. As this is a typed chat group session, you will 

be able to see the answers to your questions by other applicants . 
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Hi! What are the hours of class per day? 

Hi everyone! Welcome to our Finance CityChat! Today's session is for applicants interested in: 

BSc (Hons) Banking & International Finance (N302 & N312) 

BSc (Hons) Investment and Financial Risk Management (N390 & N319} 

BSc (Hons) Finance (N3N3 & N3Nl) 

BSc (Hons) Finance with foundation year (N3NF} 

My name is Nicole and I work in the Cass Undergraduate Admissions team - looking forward to answering your 

questions!:) 

Hi, my name is Hibah. I am currently in my final year studying Banking and International Finance. Please fell free to ask 

an questions you have regarding the course:) 

Hi everyone, my name is Elena and I am one of the Admissions Officers at Cass Business School. I am looking forward 

to answering all of your questions today:) 

Some of you will have already received offers whilst many of you will still be waiting for a decision on your application. 

Please be reassured that it'd totally normal to still be waiting on a decision at this time (although we appreciate how 

nerve wracking the wait can be!). 

If you applied by 15 January then we will aim to get a decision onto UCAS Track by 31 March (hopefully it will not take 

that long!}, and if you applied after 15 January then we will aim to get a decision onto UCAS Track by 30 June 

(hopefully much earlier!). 

Good morning everyone! My name is Sumaita and I am a first year Finance student. Fire away with any questions 

you've got! 

Hi, I am Ian and I am the course director for these degrees 

Hello, I am applying for Investment and risk management. Could you give some suggestions on what I could do now to 

lay a good foundation for uni except finishing my A-level subjects? 
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Hi! What are the hours of class per day? 

It varies course per course, however you are usually in 3/4 days per week. The hours also vary as you may have 2 

lectures some day or sometimes 3. However, on average I would say 3 hours per day . 

Hello, if considering a career in investment banking which degree is best for this? 

whats the facilities like at the uni? 

Prior to September, is there anything in particular you would recommend me reading to familiarise myself with this 

course? 

Since i have chosen a course with a placement year, will the university help me find the placement job or will i have to 

find it on my own? 

What's the difference between all those courses ? 

I want to ask about the career prospect after graduating? Is it easy to find a job in the investment banking sector?! 

whats the facilities like at the uni? 

We have many facilities within the university such as CitySport, careers office, cafeteria, coffee shops and libraries etc 

Hello, if considering a career in investment banking which degree is best for this? 

Students from all three would be very attractive to inv banks but probably the Banking and International Finance 

degree would be the obvious start. remember that the degree structure means you might enter on the Banking degree 

but half way through you can switch to one of the other finance streams if you like the look of them more (subject to 

some conditions) 

Hello, I am applying for Investment and risk management. Could you give some suggestions on what I could do now 

to lay a good foundation for uni except finishing my A-level subjects? 

 I highly recommend you to concentrate on completing A levels with desirable grades. Just to remind you our 

requirements: A-Level: AAA 

If you are studying General Studies, Critical Thinking or a native language A-Level, these subjects will not be included 

in any offer condition. 

For A-Level applicants we also require a minimum of grade 5 (C) in GCSE English and grade 6 (B) in GCSE Maths. As an 

international student you need to have English language test which is accredited by UKVI such as IELTS 

Hi everyone! I'm Meg, I work in the marketing team. We are busy answering all your questions to please be patient and 

keep your questions coming. 

Are there a lot of internship opportunities provided by the school? 
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Hello, I was wondering about the different career pathways that will be available if I graduate from this course and will 

there be any internships during the course?, thank you in advance. 

Since i have chosen a course with a placement year, will the university help me find the placement job or will i have 

to find it on my own? 

At Cass we have a dedicated Placements team who will assist you in finding your placement and also help you with 

CV checks and interview prep. If you would like further info, please contact them on cass-ug

placements@city.ac.uk. Info regarding our placement opportunities are also available on line here: 

https://www.cass.city.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/courses/finance 

Finance BSc Undergraduate Degree I Cass Business School 

Discover Cass Business School's BSc (Hons) in Finance. This course will sharpen your understanding of the broad 

disciplines involved, from corporate finance to asset pricing, international finance to corporate governance. This is 

extraordinary calling. Come and be a part of it. 

What is the percentage of people receiving a great job opportunity after graduating? 

Prior to September, is there anything in particular you would recommend me reading to familiarise myself with this 

course? 

As long as your maths skills are pretty good, I'd suggest just keeping on top of financial news, reading the Economist 

and looking at stuff like the Brexit debate. 

I wana know about the language course 

Hi , I have applied for finance but can you change later in the year for investment and risk? 

What size are tutorial groups? 

I wana know about the language course 

Hi there, which language course in particular? 

Are there a lot of internship opportunities provided by the school? 

There are not internships directly provided by the school, you will have to find them yourself. However, the careers 

office will advise you on how to find an internship. Also, many companies visit the university so you can always go to 

these events. 
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Apologies for the long question but one question I have is that obviously the Cass Business School postgraduate 

program is an internationally recognized, highly respected course. However the undergraduate program seems to be 

very disassociated, in a different building. For example City can be anywhere from 50th to 75th on University rankings 

while Cass postgraduate is seen in various top 10 business schools. Does the undergraduate program hold the same 

prestige as the postgraduate? 

Cause i have the conditional offer right now 

May I know which companies can we work in during the placement year? 

I want to ask about the career prospect after graduating? Is it easy to find a job in the investment banking sector?! 

Please, follow this link to see what career paths our graduates have taken https://www.city.ac.uk/careers/your-

career/destinations-of-city-graduates? 

course=BSc Investment and Financial Risk Management 

Applicant needs to go to the empty field at the bottom to select their course- this will bring up various stats re typical 

job roles, companies, and median salary for grads. 

Where City graduates work 

ee where City graduates work after studying at City. Based on Destinations of Leavers from Higher Education survey. 

What does the 'virtual learning environment' mean? and thank you so much Ms.Nicole!!! 

I project to work in an investment bank in the future and I have got an offer for the bsc finance, Would it have been 

better to apply for the investment banking degree or is that still good for this kind of career ? 

What is the percentage of people receiving a great job opportunity after graduating? 

Graduates of the BSc Finance degree will be well-placed to enter a career in the finance industry, working for financial 

intermediaries, in treasuries division of multinational firms, for brokerage houses (securities and/or insurance), in 

auditing and consulting, for treasury departments of any corporations, within central banks and regulatory offices, in 

enterprise risk management divisions, as well as analysts for debt and equity markets. 

I  I have passed the IEL TS exam and my offer condition will be ABB if I put Cass as my firm choice. So feel like less 

pressure and wanna see if there are any books I could read for entrance level of finance . 

Sorry I meant, How good are the job prospects after graduating from Cass 
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Hello, I was wondering about the different career pathways that will be available if I graduate from this course and 

will there be any internships during the course?, thank you in advance. 

Graduates of the BSc Finance degree will be well-placed to enter a career in the finance industry, working for financial 

intermediaries, in treasuries division of multinational firms, for brokerage houses (securities and/or insurance), in 

auditing and consulting, for treasury departments of any corporations, within central banks and regulatory offices, in 

enterprise risk management divisions, as well as analysts for debt and equity markets . 

What kind of Maths does the Finance degree consist of? 

Hi! Regarding the available elective courses for year 2 and 3, are there any regulation or recommendations regarding 

the combinations of the electives or is it purely our choice? 

Hi , I have applied for finance but can you change later in the year for investment and risk? 

All students on the three finance courses (investment, banking, and finance) can transfer between courses at the end 

of the first year. So finance to investment for example, or investment to banking etc. 

hello, does the school provide any accommodation for the undergraduates? 

How can i apply for the President's international scholarship? 

anyone did placement year?? How was it?? 

Hello, everyone!) I'm an applicant and currently studying in a Foundation Year at Royal Holloway university, with 

economics, core mathematics and business studies as my subjects, I want to study in Finance pathway, what are the 

requirements? Because I couldn't find any information regarding requirements for students from foundation year. 

Thank you in advance! 

Hi, are there classes on Saturdays and Sundays too? 

Cause i have the conditional offer right now 

Hi there, it's not quite clear to us what your question is. Can you please elaborate and provide more detail? 

Have you been on any internships so far, if so, where did you go? 

Hi! Regarding the available elective courses for year 2 and 3, are there any regulation or recommendations regarding 

the combinations of the electives or is it purely our choice? 

It is purely your choice, however the elective choice depends on what course you are on. Also, some electives have 

pre-requisites. 
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How many students would there be in a lecture? 

May I know which companies can we work in during the placement year? 

 This link will help you to find out more information about our placement options: https://www.cass.city.ac.uk/

study/undergraduate/placements-and-study-abroad 

Alternatively, you can contact our Work Placement & Internship Coordinators on 

+44 (0)20 7040 3359 / 8663 / 8573 or Cass-ug-placements@city.ac.uk

Placements and Study Abroad with a Cass Business School Degree I Cass Business School 

Placements and Study Abroad with a Cass Business School Degree 

What's the difference between all those courses ? 

All three degrees have the same courses for the first 18 months. After that you get to follow different tracks. The 

Banking and International Finance degree obviously focuses on Banking and has more economics, the IFRM degree is 

more mathematical and the finance degree is a bit in the middle and looks more at corporate finance. Remember 

though that at the 18 month point you get to choose the track so even if you come in on Banking, you can switch to 

IFRM or Finance if you think that is more suitable (subject to a few conditions) 

How would you rate the university experience overall? At which point did you experience 'stress' . 

Thank you very much Elena. 

As we all know, Cass Business School's banking of profession is very famous all over the world. Can you describe the 

advantages of the school compared with other schools in this respect? Thank you 

are lectures interactive or what structure is applied for this course? 

is it possible to go on further study afterwards ? if yes, is that relevant ? 
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How can i apply for the President's international scholarship? 

https://www.city.ac.uk/study/fees-and-funding/scholarships-and-bursaries/presidents-international 

President's International Scholarship 

City, University of London offers the President's Scholarship of £2,000 to outstanding international undergraduate 

students starting their first year. 

What does the 'virtual learning environment' mean? and thank you so much Ms.Nicole!!! 

The Virtual Learning Environment is just a room full of computers :) 

hello, does the school provide any accommodation for the undergraduates? 

Accommodation is guaranteed to all applicants holding a firm offer with us and who apply by the deadline of June 

30. You will be emailed at some point by the accommodation team with all the info you need, but in the meantime 

please feel free to check our website here for more info: https://www.city.ac.uk/accommodation 

Accommodation 

All you need to know about student accommodation at City, University of London. 

Hi, are there classes on Saturdays and Sundays too? 

No, there are not. 

Hello, 1 asked a question and not sure if I received a reply, should I post it again? 

Sorry I meant, How good are the job prospects after graduating from Cass 

Graduates of the BSc Finance degree will be well-placed to enter a career in the finance industry, working for financial 

intermediaries, in treasuries division of multinational firms, for brokerage houses (securities and/or insurance), in 

auditing and consulting, for treasury departments of any corporations, within central banks and regulatory offices, in 

enterprise risk management divisions, as well as analysts for debt and equity markets . 

What does the investment and risk management course cover? 
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Thank you Elena! I have passed the IEL TS exam and my offer condition will be ABB if I put Cass as my firm choice. So I 

feel like less pressure and wanna see if there are any books I could read for entrance level of finance. 

I personally try to encourage students to keep up to date with financial news and international affairs. Please, don't 

feel under pressure and I wish you the best of luck with future exams! 

Hello, I asked a question and not sure if I received a reply, should I post it again? 

No neeed to post again. We are receiving lots of questions so we are trying to reply as quickly as possible:) 

How many students would there be in a lecture? 

This varies per course and on the module. 

Hey, so i have also heard that the students get exemption om many of the acturial science papers after completing 

their undergrad course 

Can I have a link to scholarships for international students?? 

Hello, everyone!) I'm an applicant and currently studying in a Foundation Year at Royal Holloway university, with 

economics, core mathematics and business studies as my subjects, I want to study in Finance pathway, what are the 

requirements? Because I couldn't find any information regarding requirements for students from foundation year. 

Thank you in advance! 

I'm afraid that we do not accept the foundation year from Royal Holloway for direct entry on to our courses. We 

would need another qualification such as A Levels, BTEC, or Access to HE. If you would like some more info 

regarding your options, please contact us on cassug@city.ac.uk 

anyone did placement year?? How was it?? 

Neither of our ambassador did a placement year, but I'll show a video shortly to help you get a better idea. 

Where in London is a majority of the accommodation? 

What kind of Maths does the Finance degree consist of? 

Hi, so as a first year finance student I have two Maths modules - one is for statistics and the other is just maths 

If I've applied for the Finance degree can I change to the Banking and International Finance degree prior to 

September? 





Can I have a link to scholarships for international students?? 

All of the scholarships currently offered by the university are available on our website here: 

https://www.city.ac.uk/study/fees-and-funding/scholarships-and-bursaries. Please read through them carefully to 

check your eligibility and the selection process. 

Scholarships and bursaries 

Funding support available for students studying at City, University of London. 

are lectures interactive or what structure is applied for this course? 

Some of the lecturers are interactive because they ask you questions or make you do random quizzes in class (they 

don't go towards your grade} just to see what you know. 

is it possible to go on further study afterwards ? if yes, is that relevant ? 

Many thanks for your question. After a successful completion of BSc, you can proceed with the MSc in the same field 

that leads to further academical progression to PhD level. 

Follow this link to find more information about MSc programmes at Cass: https://www.cass.city.ac.uk/study/masters 

and PhD level: https://www.cass.city.ac.uk/study/phd 

Master's I Cass Business School 

Achieve your Masters Degree at Cass Business School in London and stand out in the competitive business world. 

PhD I Cass Business School 

Cass Business School offers a PhD programme in London. 

As we all know, Cass Business School's banking of profession is very famous all over the world. Can you describe the 

advantages of the school compared with other schools in this respect? Thank you 

Based in the heart of the City of London, the global centre for finance, you'll enjoy unrivalled access to industry 

insight, business intelligence and career opportunities. 

Learn from world-leading academic staff, who use modern teaching methods and tools combined with their industry 

experience and business links to make your business degree relevant and rewarding. 



Where in London is a majority of the accommodation? 

The City campus is based in Islington, with our closest underground stations being Angel, Farringdon, as well as Old 

Street. The university accommodation varies from between a 5-20 min walk from campus-you can see the locations 

on our website here: https://www.city.ac.uk/accommodation/undergraduate 

Undergraduate student accommodation 

City, University of London undergraduate students can apply for a place in our modern halls of residence or get help 

with finding private accommodation in London. 

What is the average amount of money necessary to live in student halls? 

Here is a link with all the useful information on undergraduate accommodations :) https://

www.city.ac.uk/accommodation/undergraduate 

Undergraduate student accommodation 

City, University of London undergraduate students can apply for a place in our modern halls of residence or get help 

with finding private accommodation in London. 

Is there a trading simulation in the courses? 

There is not trading simulation, though we do have an Amplify Trading programme which runs for 3 days, however 

this is something you will be required to pay for yourself. 

I project to work in an investment bank in the future and I have got an offer for the bsc finance, Would it have been 

better to apply for the investment banking degree or is that still good for this kind of career ? 

Hi, the Finance degree is perfectly suitable but even if you enter on the Finance degree you follow the same modules 

for the first 18 months. At the 18 month stage you get to choose the path you want to follow so can switch to Bl F or 

IFRM if you think more suitable (subject to a few conditions). But bottom line is, Finance is absolutely fine (and 

probably the best of the bunch if you want to do corporate finance) 

Is therw 

Hello, would you recommend doing a Chartered Financial Analyst qualification in the final year alongside the degree 

course to further chances of getting a job prospect, or would this be unnecessary due to the content covered in the 

course? Thank you 
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If I've applied for the Finance degree can I change to the Banking and International Finance degree prior to 

September? 

You can change your course prior September, so please contact Admissions Team. Alternatively, you can change 

it during your first year. 

Do i have to buy all the books/study materials or can I borrow them from the library? 

Majority of the books are available within the library or on line. You can also request a book if the library does not 

stock it. 

How many people on average apply for the IFRM course? Is it difficult to get onto like Economics is? 

For Banking and International finance undergrad is it possible to study abroad and do the sandwich year abroad as 

well? 

Hello, I have applied for Banking and International Finance. I am wondering how can I be well prepared for the 

undergraduate study. For example, reading, videos, etc . 

Which halls of residence is best with regards to student life? 

May i ask how many students in the seminar group? 

Usually 20 - 30 students. 

Hey, so i have also heard that the students get exemption on many of the acturial science papers after completing 

their undergrad course, is that correct? 

What does the investment and risk management course cover? 

Have a look at this link: https://www.cass.city.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/courses/investment-and-financial-risk

management 

Basically, is focuses on the more quantitative end of finance (maths and stats) as well as the general finance covered 

by all the three finance degrees 

Investment and Financial Risk Management BSc Degree I Cass Business School 

Discover Cass Business School's BSc (Hons) in Investment and Financial Risk Management. On this course, you'll 

study every aspect of the discipline, from managing global investment portfolios to asset trading, as well as 

investment banking and many other areas of risk and investments. This is extraordinary calling. Come and be a part 

of it. 
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How many places are they usually on the finance degree? 

We do not have a set number of spaces available for our courses as we do our best to take as many students as who 

meet our entry criteria at results time. Last year we had around 60 students join us for the Finance degree. 

is there a lot of international students ? 

We do have a lot of international students, and there are also countless opportunities for you to meet new people 

and make friends :) 

Is the school a major target for investment banking when it comes to applying for internships at major banks? 

Hello, I have applied for Banking and International Finance. I am wondering how can I be well prepared for the 

undergraduate study. For example, reading, videos, etc. 

I believe there is a reading list given before you get onto the course. However, I think it is fine to start studying once 

you start university,just ensure you go to all lectures/seminars and stay on top of your work . 

Thank you professor . 

Thank you Nicole, how many of those places on average is given to international students? 

For Banking and International finance undergrad is it possible to study abroad and do the sandwich year abroad as 

well? 

We have a few options: There are two types of study abroad programmes available: 

Replacement term abroad: (not available to Accounting & Finance or Actuarial Science students). You can apply to 

spend the first term of your second year from your three year degree course studying abroad in English at one of our 

partner institutions. During your time abroad you will cover core material, taking equivalent courses at the host 

institution. 

Sandwich year abroad: Between your second and third year of study, spend an additional year studying abroad. The 

sandwich year option extends your degree to four years and offers a great deal of flexibility. You can study abroad for 

the full year or combine one term of study overseas with a period of self-organised work experience for the other term. 

Some students even study at two different partner universities over the course of their sandwich year. 

Please, for further questions contact our Student Exchange Coordinators 

+44 (0)20 7040 8643

+44 (0)20 7040 4035

cass-ug-outgoing@city.ac.uk 

When do you guys think I can receive a conditional/reject offer through UCAS? 
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Hey, so i have also heard that the students get exemption om many of the acturial science papers after completing 

their undergrad course 

Hi, we don't have anyone from Actuarial Science here today. There is a specific chat for this course 

https://meetandengage.com/cityuniversityoflondon#event-h5b5c6r4t 

CityChat Undergraduate 

Welcome to CityChat, City, University of London's chat page; where you can chat live to our teams to find out more 

about undergraduate study with us. Our commitment to academic excellence, focus on business and the 

professions, and central London location, are just some of the reasons for studying at City. 

Do students integrate with non City students? 

Hello, how many students in the seminar group? 

Is it unlikely for an international student to get a job offer in the UK upon graduation? 

It's difficult for us to advise on this as unfortunately we don't have anyone here with us this morning who specialises 

in immigration regulations, and as you may be aware the immigration rules are often updated. I would advise you to 

contact our Visa Advice team on visaadvice@city.ac.uk who are best placed to advise you on the current regulations. 

As we all know, Cass Business School's banking profession is very famous all over the world. Can you describe the 

advantages of the school compared with other schools in this respect? 

Based in the heart of the City of London, the global centre for finance, you'll enjoy unrivalled access to industry 

insight, business intelligence and career opportunities. 

Learn from world-leading academic staff, who use modern teaching methods and tools combined with their industry 

experience and business links to make your business degree relevant and rewarding. 

Hello, would you recommend doing a Chartered Financial Analyst qualification in the final year alongside the degree 

course to further chances of getting a job prospect, or would this be unnecessary due to the content covered in the 

course? Thank you 

Tough call - the degree is enough for most people but I have to also admit that getting some accounting or law 

qualifications would make you extra attractive to employers. I would recommend though that these additional 

qualifications are best taken after you finish. Final year is pretty intensive and adding extra study is risky. Some of our 

students start CFA qualifications which are well regarded and fit nicely alongside what we cover in the course 

Do students integrate with non City students? 

We have many society events where people from different universities come along. However, integrating with non-city 

students is unlikely in lectures. 
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Hello, how many students in the seminar group? 

20 - 30 students usually. 

What size are tutorial groups? 

20 - 30 students on average. 

Hello, Im interested in studying undergraduate course investment risk management, I already get an offer which says 

if I put city as a firm choice 32points is fine, with no lower score than 5. I want to ask- Im not saying is going to 

happened but in case I would get in some subject 4-is it still possible to be accepted by your uni? 

We can only guarantee a candidate's place in the event that they fully meet the conditions of their offer. We are 

quite strict with our Maths and English requirements, but if you were to achieve a grade 4 in another subject this may 

still be considered, subject to space availability on the course. All the best with your studies! 

For the Sandwich year abroad, where you study abroad in between your second and third year of study. For example, 

on the BSc Finance course, what do you study? 

how many hours a day of university do we have? 

What curry is your favourite? 

What do most uni students do in their spare time? 

There is some independent studying to be done. But otherwise, students can take part in society activities, use our 

CitySport Gym, and so on. You could also explore London!! 

Thanks, normally how many seminar course do we have per week? 

hello, is there any activity for students to take part in? I wonder whether I could join some clubs or something. thank 

you. 

My predicted grades are CCD, well under the Cass requirement. If I can up them to at least BBB, will you give me a 

place on the IFRM course? 

Do we have the personal tutor? 
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Would a Cass undergraduate student have easier/special access to the postgraduate program than a non-cass 

student? 

Separate to these scholarship schemes all graduates of City, University of London are entitled to a 10% discount on 

the fees of a Cass MSc course. https://www.cass.city.ac.uk/study/masters/funding-your-study/scholarships 

Master's scholarships I Cass Business School 

Course Scholarships for our Masters Programme. Learn more about the bursaries for Cass postgraduate students 

here. 

In detail i got the conditional offer and the enrollment department ask me to get the IELTS 6.5.Can i apply the 

language course 

Hi, we do not run a language course ourselves but our partner institution, INTO City, offer a Pre-Sessional English 

course which we would accept in lieu of IEL TS. You will need to get in touch with INTO directly for more info- their 

details are available on their website on line here: https://www.intostudy.com/en-gb/universities/city-university

london/courses/pre-sessional-english 

Pre-sessional English I City, University of London I INTO 

Pre-sessional English 

Is a place in halls guaranteed? What accommodation is available off-campus? 

Specifically what sort of jobs / careers do graduates typically secure with banking and international finance degree 

from city 

During class/lectures do I carry a laptop? Are most of the assignments/coursework done on line or on computers? 

Hello! What are the corsework of Investment and financial risk management? 

Hi, that would depend a lot on the modules but we might ask mid-term on-line tests where you would be asked to 

work out the price of a bond given all the relevant information which would involve using the pricing formulas you've 

been taught and calculating the answers. But it isn't all numbers, and you might get asked to write an essay 

discussing the likely effect of Brexit on the attractiveness of the UK stock market to international investors. 
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How many people on average apply for the IFRM course? Is it difficult to get onto like Economics is? 

Hi , thanks for your question. We process a lot of applications on daily basis, however our decisions are purely 

based on academic achievements. The amount of applicants should not scare you off applying for any universities as 

long as you meet entry criteria. 

Economics department has different entry requirements, so I am afraid it's difficult to assess their competition. You 

can contact them directly: 

Undergraduate enquiries 

e: socsciug@city.ac.uk 

t: +44 {0)20 7040 8521 

Hello, Im interested in studying undergraduate course Finance, I already get an offer which says if I need to gotthe 

IEL TS 6.5 Overall 

Thank you Nicole, how many of those places on average is given to international students? 

Hi , we do not have a set allocation for either international or UK/EU students so numbers change every year. Last 

year there was a fairly even split between international and UK/EU students on the finance course. 

Which halls of residence is best with regards to student life? 

Hi i! It depends on the individual and their tastes :) but you can find more information about undergraduate 

accommodation here: https://www.city.ac.uk/accommodation/undergraduate 

Undergraduate student accommodation 

City, University of London undergraduate students can apply for a place in our modern halls of residence or get help 

with finding private accommodation in London. 

During class/lectures do I carry a laptop? Are most of the assignments/coursework done on line or on computers? 

You can always have a laptop in class, there are no restrictions on this. Most assignments are on the computer, though 

exams and mid-term tests are hand written . 

Thank you Professor Ian Marsh. I remain undecided between the Finance degree or BIF. What advantage will I have in 

terms of the competitiveness for jobs if I study the former degree? 

Can i apply the language course 

Do City students have free access to the CitySport gym? 
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https://youtu. be/Cr7KG Fu_HOU 

Can I ask if we will be excused from some modules of a finance qualification like CFA and CPA after finishing our 

degrees? 

I don't know about CPA, but as far as I am aware there are no exemptions for CFA. We are accredited by CFA as a 

recognised school (which basically means we teach you the kind of stuff CFA think is relevant) but no exemptions 

Is the school a major target for investment banking when it comes to applying for internships at major banks? 

Can you clarify what you mean? 

For the Sandwich year abroad, where you study abroad in between your second and third year of study. For example, 

on the BSc Finance course, what do you study? 

Hi , it's best to check with our student exchange team as they will be best placed to advise you. Their details, and 

further info regarding study abroad opportunities is available on our website here: 

https://www.cass.city.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/courses/finance 

Finance BSc Undergraduate Degree I Cass Business School 

Discover Cass Business School's BSc (Hons) in Finance. This course will sharpen your understanding of the broad 

disciplines involved, from corporate finance to asset pricing, international finance to corporate governance. This is 

extraordinary calling. Come and be a part of it. 



Hey, so i have also heard that the students get exemption on many of the acturial science papers after completing 

their undergrad course, is that correct? 

Hi, we don't have anyone from Actuarial Science here today. There is a specific chat for this course 

https://meetandengage.com/cityuniversityoflondon#event-h5b5c6r4t 

CityChat Undergraduate 

Welcome to CityChat, City, University of London's chat page; where you can chat live to our teams to find out more 

about undergraduate study with us. Our commitment to academic excellence, focus on business and the 

professions, and central London location, are just some of the reasons for studying at City. 

If my predicted grades are just under the entry criteria, is it still possible to receive an offer from Cass? 

Do City students have free access to the CitySport gym? 

You don't have free access, however you have to pay a lower monthly fee than non-city students. 

When do you guys think I can receive a conditional/reject offer through UCAS? 

Hi , we are having a very busy period at Admissions at the moment and trying to process as many applications as we 

can, however, we can guarantee a decision being made before 31st March. 

My predicted grades are CCD, well under the Cass requirement. If I can up them to at least BBB, will you give me a 

place on the IFRM course? 

Hi , I'm afraid that we would not be in a position to make an offer to an applicant predicted CCD at A Level. If you 

work hard in the meantime and exceed these predictions at results time, you are welcome to check whether we would 

be in a position to offer you a place through Clearing. All the best with it! 

how many hours a day of university do we have? 

We usually have 3 hours per day. Though, you usually need to come 3-4 days per week, however this just depends per 

course and the timetable. 

Thanks, normally how many seminar course do we have per week? 

For some modules you will have it weekly and for others you may have it every 2 weeks. 

Hello, Im interested in studying undergraduate course Finance, I already get an offer which says if I need to gotthe 

IEL TS 6.5 Overall 

Hi, congratulations on the offer with us. If it requires IEL TS 6.5 overall, please make you achieve 6.0 minimum in each 

modules. If you have any further questions, please contact me directly on elena.warren@city.ac.uk 

what do students do during the spare time? like particularly post semester break ( may-june-july) 
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If theoretically i slip one grade below the entry requirements, such as getting AAB in my A-Levels, would i still have a 

chance of getting into the course? 

City, University of London: Undergraduate 

Accommodation 

https://youtu. be/iT36saZzpxw 

Thanks 

If my predicted grades are just under the entry criteria, is it still possible to receive an offer from Cass? 

Hi , it depends on how much below the entry criteria your grades would be. If they are just narrowly below but you 

meet all other requirements (such as Maths and English) then yes it would still be worth submitting an application. 

Can i apply the language course 

Hi there, we have some some pre-sessional English language courses which can help you to boos your skills and 

prepare for future study: 

https://www.city.ac.uk/international/pathway-programmes 

Study Preparatory Programmes at City for international students 

Find out more about the level of English required for your course and preparatory programmes which are available 

at City. 

Specifically what sort of jobs/ careers do graduates typically secure with banking and international finance degree 

from city 

Really varied. We have people going into front line investment banking jobs (trading, equity options pricing, M&A) 

with all the top line banks (Gold mans, Merrill Lynch etc), but competition for these jobs is intense. We get a lot of 

people going into "middle office" roles such as risk management (esp off the IFRM degree). But some students also 

view the degree as just a degree - you aren't forced to be a banker afterwards, so they go off and do more mainstream 

jobs (airforce, graduate trainees in large firms like Boots or M&S etc) 
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If theoretically i slip one grade below the entry requirements, such as getting AAB in my A-Levels, would i still have a 

chance of getting into the course? 

Hi , we cannot guarantee a candidate's place unless they fully meet their offer conditions. However, in previous years 

we have had a small margin of flexibility in terms of allowing 1-2 A Level grades below our requirements, provided 

that all other requirements (such as Maths and English) were met. We cannot guarantee this though as it will depend 

on space availability. All the best with your studies! 

Is a place in halls guaranteed? What accommodation is available off-campus? 

A place in halls is usually guaranteed if you make Cass your firm choice by the specified deadline. The accommodation 

team will be providing more information soon so keep an eye out. 

https://www.city.ac.uk/accommodation/undergraduate 

Undergraduate student accommodation 

City, University of London undergraduate students can apply for a place in our modern halls of residence or get help 

with finding private accommodation in London. 

would going to a school like LSE mean I would be of far greater value to employers in the future, considering city isn't a 

russel group university? 

What are the assessment methods during the degree? 

Usually have mid-term tests, coursework in the form of report and exams. 

What percentage of the final grade is held on the final exams? 

what's the best suitable course for front line investment banking jobs? 

How strong are the University's connections with the top banks? Which ones? 

As a finance major, do you think it is the right choice to complete the AICPA exam during college? Because I 

understand that some people who study finance major choose to take this test during college, although there are 

some differences in the aspects of finance and accounting . 

Does the first year of the course count towards the final year? 
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what's the best suitable course for front line investment banking jobs? 

Hi , you can check the most common jobs that our graduates enter upon completing of their studies on our website 

here, through the Destination of Leavers survey: https://www.city.ac.uk/careers/your-career/destinations-of

city-graduates. Just select the courses in which you are interested at the bottom. 

Where City graduates work 

ee where City graduates work after studying at City. Based on Destinations of Leavers from Higher Education survey . 

Are group assessments common? 

Yes, usually 2 of your coursework per semester will be group assignments, however you usually get to select 

your group . 

Hi, what specialised facilities do you have for finance. What I mean is that I know there are some universities with 

advanced Bloomberg suites? 

From how many different nationalities does the student body usually consist of? 

Hi , last intake we had over 80 different nationalities , so it's a lot of fun to study within such an international 

environment. 

do you have a a soccer team for CASS Business School? 

Does the student body predominantly consist of UK and EU students? 

To what extent will I need/ be able to find part-time work? 

Is it possible for student to change the major in the university? 

Financial majors tend to be primary or secondary market after graduation 
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This is extraordinary calling 

https://youtu. be/U2eX9n F7rm E 

Hi, what specialised facilities do you have for finance. What I mean is that I know there are some universities with 

advanced Bloomberg suites? 

Hi, we have Morning Star and Bloomberg databases here. Also, we offer a free introduction to Bloomberg programme. 

do you have a a soccer team for CASS Business School? 

We don't have one for Cass specifically, but we do have one for City! 

To what extent will I need/ be able to find part-time work? 

Whether you need to find part-time work depends on your expenditure and the free time you have. If you want to find 

part-time work the university has jobs available for student ambassadors, where you help around the university. For 

instance, on open days, providing tours etc. 

Thank you. How can I apply for to City soccer team? 

Financial majors tend to be primary or secondary market after graduation 

Hi Yufeng, can you clarify your question? 

Are there opportunities to learn a language as part of an extra curricular activity? 

Is it possible for student to change the major in the university? 

Hi , all students within these three finance courses can transfer to another finance course quite easily at the end of 

their first year- for example, investment to finance or banking to investment. If you decide to change to a course 

outside of these three, it is possible but would depend on meeting the internal transfer criteria for that course. The 

criteria is updated yearly . 

Thank you very much Hi bah. 
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would going to a school like LSE mean I would be of far greater value to employers in the future, considering city isn't 

a russet group university? 

Bottom line - LSE is a top class, globally recognised institution. If my son had the choice between LSE and Cass I 

would send him to LSE. What we teach is pretty much exactly the same but the LSE has a recognised name that is 

probably better than Cass. But I would not take many Russel Group Unis ahead of Cass - remember that Russell 

Groups status comes from the average performance of the whole university. Some RG unis might be good on average 

but pretty bad at Finance. Plus, not many places offer specialist finance degrees with such strong links to the City as 

Cass. So while LSE>Cass, Cass>many RG 

Are there opportunities to learn a language as part of an extra curricular activity? 

Yes! https://www.city.ac.uk/arts-social-sciences/centre-for-language-studies 

Centre for Language Studies 

The Centre for Language Studies at City, University of London - teaching language and culture to City staff and 

students . 

What academic support is available? 

Does the student body predominantly consist of UK and EU students? 

Hi , thanks for you question. About 52% of our students are international, so it's a good balance between 

EU/Home students. 

Are we able to take minor courses from other schools in cityU? 

Thank you. How can I apply for to City soccer team? 

Usually you sign up during the freshers fayre . 

Finance Students, which other unis did you consider before coming to Cass and what made you choose Cass in the 

end? 
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Are there opportunities to learn a language as part of an extra curricular activity? 

Yes, there are opportunities to learn a language. We offer free language courses which help to improve your language 

competencies from beginner level to advanced. The languages we offer include French, German, Spanish Arabic and 

Mandarin. Though, the places available are limited. Please click on the link to find out more information: 

https://www.city.ac.uk/arts-social-sciences/centre-for-language-studies 

Centre for Language Studies 

The Centre for Language Studies at City, University of London - teaching language and culture to City staff and 

students. 

Are we able to take minor courses from other schools in cityU? 

Hi , you may take extracurricular language courses but it's unfortunately not possible to take courses from degrees 

other than your own. 

As a finance major, do you think it is the right choice to complete the AICPA exam during college? Because I 

understand that some people who study finance major choose to take this test during college, although there are 

some differences in the aspects of finance and accounting. 

extra qua ls always help, and accounting/law are very popular. But a UG degree is tough work and I personally 

wouldn't recommend doing them at the same time. Most students that choose extra qua ls do them after the degree is 

done. One thing we do see is students taking CFA exams as these overlap a lot with what we teach in class so don't 

add extra strain 

Yes sir I mean, The college mainly trains students to do buy-side or sell-side after graduation 

What academic support is available? 

There is various academic support to help develop students skills. Offer one-to-one tutorials, bu appointment. Also, 

have group workshops which are open to all students . 

Do a lot of students work part-time? 

Will the course be a bit more difficult for me since i am from pure science background? Can you kindly suggest me 

some economics/accounting books to study so i can familiarize myself with the basics of business subjects? 

I'd recommend looking at something like the Economist magazine each week. This gives you the background to what 

is going on without all the complicated econ theory. We will teach you all the econ/finance you need once you arrive. 

A pure science background is an advantage as your quants will be stronger than average. Most top finance guys have a 

pure science background 
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Is there any foreign language teaching in the Finance cource? 

Hi, we don't have additional foreign languages in our curriculum, however City University offers a variety of 

language courses: 

Please, have a look here: https://www.city.ac.uk/study/courses/short-courses/modern-languages 

Modern language courses 

The Modern Languages short course is taught by native tutors at City, University of London and is ideal for all levels 

of learning . 

Finance students a re there any internship opportunities whilst studying whether it be pa id or voluntary? 

What facilities are usually provided within the hall of residence? 

Is there any foreign language teaching in the Finance cource? 

No but you can do it as an extra-curricular: https://www.cass.city.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/student-life/language

courses 

Language courses I Cass Business School 

As a Cass undergraduate student you will have the option to take language courses in addition to your degree. 

What facilities are usually provided within the hall of residence? 

Hi , if you check our website you can find more info regarding the different room options and facilities: 

https://www.city.ac.uk/accommodation/undergraduate 

Undergraduate student accommodation 

City, University of London undergraduate students can apply for a place in our modern halls of residence or get help 

with finding private accommodation in London. 
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Does Cass Business School have subscriptions for publications related to finance like the Economist and the Financial 

Times that students can use for free? 

Yes, free access to both (on line) 

Finance students are there any internship opportunities whilst studying whether it be paid or voluntary? 

Hi , many thanks fro your question. Our internship opportunities are not only paid very well, but most 

importantly provide you with essential practical skills and working experience. 

Here is a link to help you: https://www.cass.city.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/placements-and-study

abroad/internships-and-placements 

Internships and placements I Cass Business School 

A range of internships and placement opportunities are available to Cass undergraduate students . 

How much of an advantage, for careers, do you think it is to go to a London based university? 

I have applied for IFRM + placement year. What are the usual locations students work at during the year and is it 100% 

guaranteed that I will get a placement year if I applied for one? 

Finance students, is there anything you'd wish you'd known before starting university? 

Can some outstanding students master the basic skills of a hedge fund after entering the industry after graduation? 

Thank you 

For stats, what software (e.g. SPSS) do you guys teach? 

I have a science background, but I'd like to study IFRM, which books can I read? 

How much of an advantage, for careers, do you think it is to go to a London based university? 

Banks hire in the best places so they travel up to Warwick, Manchester, Edinburgh happily. But from my own 

experience it is much easier for you to catch the tube to interviews than train or plane up and down the country. The 

main advantage is that you are in among finance 24/7 if you live in London - lots of opportunities to interact with 

finance professionals that aren't there if you are out in the country 
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Finance students, is there anything you'd wish you'd known before starting university? 

I wish I'd known that you can access all the books from the library instead of buying it... especially if the book is only 

used for a term or so, instead of the whole year 

Hi Hibah. According to your opinion, what are the best and worst things about university life? 

I have applied for IFRM + placement year. What are the usual locations students work at during the year and is it 

100% guaranteed that I will get a placement year if I applied for one? 

Hi again, we can certainly guarantee you a placement year, however you will be having a whole recruitment process in 

the company you applied for. With a great support and mentoring from our Placement Team I am sure you will be able 

to get a place with on of our partner companies. 

For stats, what software (e.g. SPSS) do you guys teach? 

This is up for discussion at the moment. We currently use EViews a lot but we also use Stata and we are considering 

introducing modules using Python and Matlab 

During placement year are we allowed to stay in the on campus accommodation? 

Hi Hibah. According to your opinion, what are the best and worst things about university life? 

Best= learn new things all the time, meet many people 

Worst= can be very stressful when deadlines are fast approaching and exams 

Just a general question as i am an international student. What is the best location to live in London regardless of price? 

I have a science background, but I'd like to study IFRM, which books can I read? 

Science background is great-you will be good at the quants. Most best finance people have a science background. 

To get a feel for finance look at the Economist each week and some books like The Big Short, Liar's Poker (my fave) 

and Thinking Fast and Slow (behavioural economics/finance) 

During placement year are we allowed to stay in the on campus accommodation? 

Hi , it's worth checking with our Accommodation Team: T: 

+44 (0)20 7040 7040 

E: accomm@city.ac.uk 

Was the course easier or harder than you expected? 

Just a general question as i am an international student. What is the best location to live in London regardless of 

price? 

It depends on the individual and their tastes! 
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5 minutes to go! Get those last questions in now. 

Just a general question as i am an international student. What is the best location to live in London regardless of 

price? 

You can live by the river, in the centre, in the outskirts 

For what reason do companies offer internship programs? 

Was the course easier or harder than you expected? 

On average, in terms of difficulty for me it is in the middle. Some modules have been harder than expected, some have 

been easier. 

I have a maths physics chem and biology background. What preparation can I do before joining university that will 

help me get aquainted with the basics of the finance course 

Can some outstanding students master the basic skills of a hedge fund after entering the industry after graduation? 

Thank you 

We teach the trading strategies that the hedge funds use. Getting into hedge funds is tough, especially as a recent 

grad. Most people get into hedge funds after they have gained some experience elsewhere (or are doing middle office 

jobs like risk management that you can do straight from the degree) 

What is the most interesting aspect of the finance courses as a whole for students and professors 

Do the top banks/companies require a minimum of AAA to be achieved at A-level when applying after graduation? 

For what reason do companies offer internship programs? 

They want to get a good look at potential hires - with you in the office for a few months they get to really see your 

strengths and weaknesses. Plus sometimes they just need short-term cover (eg maternity cover) 

I have a maths physics chem and biology background. What preparation can I do before joining university that will 

help me get aquainted with the basics of the finance course 

Read the Economist each week, plus some books like Liar's Poker, The Big Short (or just watch the movie). Science 

background is great - you will be strong at the quants stuff 

There are 2 minutes left of this chat. 

Do the top banks/companies require a minimum of AAA to be achieved at A-level when applying after graduation? 

Hi, it's important to have a strong background prior your BSc, however they will be assessing your application on 

multiple levels including personal performance during the interview. 






